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Editor’s Report
Sorcha Deheer

A new year (for the western calendar anyway) and a new semester. It has barely felt like the holidays, but nonetheless,
I hope everyone had a relaxing break. We have some wonderful and exciting pieces for you this month, including an
article on nuclear power, a library services update and some poetry! Make sure you check out the Navitas feature, which
will give you the low-down on a potential contract between the University and Navitas. This issue is particularly exciting
because it features the first article by Elaine, our new Indigenous News Columnist. Elaine writes a powerful and heartfelt
piece about Covid-19 restrictions, personal struggle and family ties. No matter what you are interested in, there should
be something for you. Have a great semester and take care of yourselves.

Editor’s Book Recommendation
Sorcha Deheer

The Vagina Bible: The vulva and
the vagina-separating the myth
from the medicine
by Dr. Jen Gunter

If you have ever had a question about female reproductive anatomy, this book is for you. Dr. Gunter addresses common
misconceptions and myths about vaginas, vulvas and everything in between. She emphasizes in her introduction that
the book is for everyone, even if you don’t personally own a vagina. The Canadian doctor is a fairly well known OB/GYN
and has received hundreds of positive reviews. One of her most salient quotes being, “power and health are inseparably
linked.” If you have ever wondered what the “husband stitch” is, now you can find out. Not only is the book focuses on
health but it links medicine with feminist issues.
We live in a world where social media provides a host of misinformation. This book can help you sort through all
of that while answering even the most embarrassing questions. Chapters include, “Food and Vaginal Health,”
“The Bottom Line on Underwear,” and “Vulvar Cleansing.” Beyond that, Dr. Gunter discusses menstrual
products, menopause, medications (including cannabis), STIs and other medical conditions. If you are a trans individual,
this book discusses menstrual products and testosterone. It also talks about the barriers that women and trans people
face in obtaining medical care and vaginal surgery.
All in all, this book fills in the gaps that our horrid sex education classes left out. I recommend it to anyone, regardless
of their gender or sexual preference. It’s a great resource for anyone interested in reproductive health, whether that be in
medicine or gender studies.
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Library Services for Online Learning
Alexis Kelly
Online learning has inevitably changed the way we study.
So while we can’t enter those automatic doors and hear the
strange screeching in our headphones as we pass through
the security gates (Pro tip: take those out when you pass
through those doors) or study in our favourite library
spots, the library still has free and accessible sources for
our research support.

2. Mailing Library Materials
If you do not live in Lethbridge the library can mail to you
if you reside outside a 90km radius from Lethbridge and
reside in Canada.

This article provides a concise rundown of
library services available to students during this
time of online learning. Get ready for tons of info
and links to help you with your online studies.

Media: If you are requesting media such as a DVD, select
“Book” or “Book This Material.”
Make sure to enter “Distance” in the special instructions.

Books: locate a circulation item in Summon or the
Catalogue and select the “Request” button.

Packages will typically mail within 2 business days.
However, how long it takes to arrive will
depend on the postal system and the length of travel.
Return postage is provided, so do not throw out the
package or the return label included within the package.
Normal loan rules will apply based on your patron
category:
https://library.ulethbridge.ca/Borrowing_Packages
Photo Credit: FWBA Architects

1. Anderson Hall Pickup
If you’re still residing in Lethbridge, the library is
providing lending services for select collections for
pick-up at Anderson Hall (AH176).
Locate what material you want in the catalogue or
summon and hit the “request” button in the item record.
You will receive an email from the library when the item is
available for pickup.

Photo Credit: @ulethlibrary Instagram

Hours for remote pickup: https://www.uleth.ca/lib/hours/
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For more details, or if you have any more questions,
contact the Library Services Desk (gsd.library@uleth.ca).
3. Interlibrary Loans
An interlibrary loan (ILL) typically obtains materials
unavailable from the University of Lethbridge Library and
are required for research or study. This service is available
to faculty, students, and staff at the university.
The ILL team is filling both copy (journal articles or book
chapters) and print requests. They are able to mail some
printed resources to patrons as they are able, per the
mailing material information above.

4. Online Assistance Services
The online assistance encompasses messaging
(https://www.ulethbridge.ca/lib/Ask_Us/),
texting (780.666.4622),
and email submissions (irad.libary@uleth.ca).
You can also leave a voicemail at the desk’s phone
(403-329-2263)
Sometimes an email or instant message isn’t quite enough,
so if you have Microsoft Teams installed, you can be
connected with Research Help and have a face-to-face
conversation or share screens.

If you have any more questions, you can contact the
library or check out their FAQ page:
(https://library.ulethbridge.ca/covid-19).
So, while we can’t study in the bean bag chairs in the
Curriculum Lab, in the quiet spots on floor 9, or use study
rooms for our group projects, I hope that through this list
of resources you can still get the materials and assistance
you need for your classes this semester.

If you have a more complex question specific to your
field of study, you can contact your subject librarian, who
specializes in particular disciplines:
https://library.ulethbridge.ca/about_Us/subject-librarians

You can find Online Assistance Services hours at
https://www.ulethbridge.ca/lib/hours/index.asp
but generally, they are:
Monday-Thursday: 10 am- 7 pm
Friday: 10 am – 4 pm
Saturday: 10 am – 2 pm
Sunday and Holidays: Closed
5. Other Resources
A consolidated list of online learning resources can be
found at https://library.ulethbridge.ca/Online_Resources.
Research Guides: www.uleth.ca/lib (click on “guides”)
The library YouTube channel (youtube.com/user/ulethbridgelibrary) has many online training videos to help you
from how to use the library website to Adobe basics and
more!
The library keeps their social media up to date with the
latest information: follow them on your preferred platform!
Instagram: @ulethlibrary
Facebook: facebook.com/ulethlibrary
Twitter: @ulethlibrary
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This Month in History:
Childhood and Child Saving Societies in Early Canada
Sorcha Deheer
Historians have only recently viewed the family as a
viable historical subject. Even newer is the study of children.
Despite the lack of research, children’s lives can help
illuminate the past and influence our perspectives on
the future. Examples of children’s work can be found
abundantly in the historical record, however, defining
that work is more challenging. Today, child labour evokes
images of sweatshops and third world mining
operations. In the past, paid and unpaid labour
comprised a significant amount of children’s time,
as they were seen as miniature adults rather than a
unique category of humans. What was considered
acceptable levels of child labour in the 19th and 20th
centuries are illegal or frowned upon today. Nevertheless,
children’s work is still a necessary and valuable part of the
family economy. The increase and subsequent
decrease in child labour, both in the home and outside
of it can be traced back to industrialization and urban
migration. An interdisciplinary approach is useful in
understanding changing perceptions of labour and
childhood in a way that will help bring change in the
modern Canadian context. This paper will first examine
childhood and children’s work as it has evolved since the
19th Century.
The study of children as historical actors began
with Philippe Aries’s 1960 publication, Centuries of
Childhood: A Social History of Family, however, the
research didn’t begin in earnest until the 1980s. These
scholars started by looking at 19th-century families in
Britain, Canada, and the United States. This was the
obvious choice, due to the incredibly high rate of
visible and invisible child labour, as well as the
availability of source material. Industrialization and
urbanization reached their height at this point and
poverty rates skyrocketed.
Conceptions of childhood also shifted during this time,
culminating in the mid-20th century, leading to child
labour laws, child-saving societies, and education
reforms. It is an important part of the narrative,
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allowing modern-day children’s work to be
contextualized. By learning why child labour was carried
out in the past and how childhood itself was thought of,
scholars can better understand how those conceptions are
carried into the modern era.
Urbanization in the 19th century bred new issues for
parents, children, and the Canadian state. Historians
John Bullen and Magda Fahrni outline early child-saving
in Canada. The image of the child as a purely innocent
being, separate from adults emerged from the writings
of Jean Jacques Rousseau and several Romantic poets.
Nearly a century later, law enforcement and politicians
began to take issue with the increase in children on the
streets of Canadian cities. Children could increasingly
be seen selling newspapers, fruit, small wares or
performing and shining shoes. Local Authorities and
concerned adults began to worry about the degradation
of young morals. In an attempt to control the number of
unsupervised children on the streets, labour and
education laws were put in place. Regardless of these laws,
many children continued to work on the streets as well
as in the home. Child-savers in the 19th and early 20th
centuries continued to campaign for young lives, on the
basis that children were innocent but also out of fear that
moral degradation would negatively impact society as a
whole. Orphanages gave way to an early form of state or
foster care. Unfortunately, many of the children in these
placements ended up as cheap or free labour for their
host families. Early-twentieth century Canadian law
viewed child labour as any paid work under the age of 14,
synonymous with the age children were expected to be in
school.
Compulsory education began to replace paid and
unpaid child labour. The process took time since children
remained essential elements of the family economy.
Child labour, both paid and invisible remained
relatively common until the 1960s. Before this time, many
children left school at the age of 15 to work. At the same

time, children were increasingly being seen as a distinct
category of human being. One that needed extra care
and protection. For much of the 19th and early 20th
centuries, children placed in care were treated as
indentured servants rather than children. Young
people from Canada and England were placed in
Canadian homes to learn marketable skills and
provide labour for the host family. This practice
continued even after child saving organizations
formally spoke out against the practice. Female youth
were far more likely to be fostered or adopted because
of their perceived skills in the home. These skills were
also marketed to potential families to stimulate interest.

welfare institutions themselves. Early welfare systems
were not put in place to better the lives of vulnerable
children, but to maintain the social order and remove

“undesirable” people from public view.

Welfare responsibilities slowly transferred from
the family to the state, the latter of which focussed
heavily on middle-class, white-dominant values.
It was thought, as it is today, that children thrive
better in a family environment. Orphanages
began to wane in popularity and the foundations of
welfare agencies and foster care were built. Not all
children were treated the same, however, and mass
groupings of children in state institutions prevailed.
One of these institutions was the asylum. Children
who did not fit within the dominant neurotypical
environment often found themselves living on the
streets, in houses of refuge or workhouses. This was
“unseemly” and many protestant groups sought to prevent
this by helping the “deserving poor,” before they became
adults. Asylums have a long history of abuse, neglect and
unethical medical practices, even in Canada. It didn’t help
that understandings of the human brain were very limited
for much of this time. Unlike other child welfare agencies,
asylums weren’t always able to turn their wards into cheap
labour for the market, instead forcing upon them a lifelong stigma.
Child-savers characteristically shut out a large portion
of society, namely Indigenous peoples, people of colour
and “undesirables”. The treatment of vulnerable and
impoverished children was not exclusive to any race
but Black and Indigenous children in Canada have
historically been seen as lacking the same innocence as
their White peers. Ironically, while in state care, Black
and Indigenous children were, and continue to be, viewed
as especially vulnerable. The mistreatment of racialized
and immigrant children in state care goes back as far as

Photos: Lewis W. Hine
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“All students are tuition dollars”: U of L exploring
partnership with a private company to bring more
international students to campus amidst austerity
Liam Devitt
The University of Lethbridge’s administration has
been exploring a potential partnership with for-profit
Australian company Navitas to establish a “pathway
college” that would bring additional international
students to the U of L. Pathway programs ideally provide
students who do not have necessary academic competency
(including English-language proficiency) in order to
directly enter the University with focused programming
for one to two years that allows them to build up the
skills needed in order to succeed in a Canadian university
environment.
International students pay much more in tuition fees than
domestic students, making them a hot commodity among
universities. At the U of L, a domestic student pays $4,974
for a year of classes, whereas an international student pays
$17,526 for the same--about three-and-a-half times as
much.
With the Kenney government’s austerity approach
to funding post-secondary education, Alberta’s
universities have to make up a revenue shortfall, and
increasing numbers of international students could be a
part of that. Partnering with a company like Navitas could
promise to bring more international students than the
University could recruit on its own. Currently, the amount
of international students at the University sits at about 4%.
The University is looking to hit a target of around 15%.
However, many faculty, university community
organizations and students have been very critical of
the proposal. Many see this as the beginning of the
privatization of post-secondary, perhaps potentially
exploitative of international students, and some have
called into question the business case for the proposal.

The University of Lethbridge Students’ Union (ULSU), the
University of Lethbridge Faculty Association (ULFA) and
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the Graduate Students’ Association (GSA) have formed a
working group to address these concerns and consolidate
information on the proposed partnership.
Various faculty members and departments have written
letters to the administration, voicing their concerns and/
or opposition to the proposal. The Campus Women’s’
Centre and the Lethbridge Public Interest Research Group
have invited the university community to sign an open
letter to the administration in opposition to the proposal.
The Meliorist spoke to university administration, faculty,
and international students about this proposal.

The Proposal
While nothing has been agreed to formally between the
University and Navitas, there is a consultation document
that outlines the basic structure of the proposal, based on
previous partnerships with Canadian universities. Navitas has operated with Simon Fraser University since 2006,
and with the University of Manitoba since 2007, and they
just inked a deal with Ryerson University this summer.

Navitas’ Logo (Navitas)

The proposal is for a 10-year deal that comes up for
review and renewal at the end of the 10-year term. Navitas
provides all working capital for the project, including
course instructors and student supports, while the University provides the U of L branding, academic oversight
on course material and admissions standards as well as
space at the Calgary Campus for the college to be housed.

Diagram from Navitas consultation document illustrating the proposed pathway for “pathway college” students.

Students come from secondary school in their home
countries, and then take either one or two years at the
pathway college depending on their education level. Once
that is completed, they enter the University as second-year
students.
One of the things that makes this proposal attractive to
the University is that it is a relatively low-risk venture.
Indeed, the University does not put up any financial
stake. Instead, Navitas keeps the tuition fees from the
students that are at the pathway college, and the
University gets a larger amount of international students
coming to Lethbridge once they are finished with the
pathway college, and then their tuition goes to the U of L.
The University also gets a royalty payment from
Navitas in exchange for the academic support that the
University provides in helping create course content.
When asked what this partnership would bring in
financially, Michelle Helstein, Vice-Provost could not
provide exact numbers but stressed that the U of L would
only enter into the partnership if it made financial sense.

Privatization or Partnership?
The proposal with Navitas very clearly has a transfer of
University duties, (namely educating and recruiting
international students,) to a for-profit private company
that would be profiting off of such a transfer.

However, Helstein, shied away from using the word
‘privatization,’ instead calling it a “public-private
partnership,” stressing the component of university
oversight.
Dan O’Donnell, ULFA’s Acting President, questioned if
calling the Navitas proposal a public-private partnership is really applicable. “A public-private partnership
normally means, for example, building and operating a
toll road for the province; providing a service to a public entity that would be too expensive to them to provide.
[...] If, anything, I would say [the Navitas proposal is] a
public-private partnership, in the sense that we’re
providing the service to a private corporation rather than
the other way around.”
O’Donnell noted that many of his members have
expressed concerns about privatizing a part of a
public university, and have questioned if the University
has entirely thought this through. The Navitas proposal
could be seen as a private corporation selling access to
something funded by the public as a public good.
Some are also worried about ‘scope creep’; the notion
that once a portion of services are privatized, it’s easier to
justify more of this. At other universities, Navitas
offers a similar pathway program for students entering
Masters’s degree programs. Graduate Students Association
President Lauren Zink raised this concern to The
Meliorist.
As of now, no graduate-level pathway programs for the U
of L have been proposed.
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“Pay-to-play” or accessibility?
Critics of the Navitas proposal that The Meliorist spoke
to had strong words for the ethical implications of
the partnership. Dr. Jerimy Cunningham is one of the
coordinators of the joint working group and a Professor in
the Anthropology department, as well as a strong critic of
the Navitas proposal.
“On one hand, it’s the Felicity Huffman scandal expanded
into a corporation,” Cunningham told The Meliorist. “And
so the corporation does a pay-for-play scheme that allows
students that haven’t necessarily made the grade but who
have the money to pay--it gives them a backdoor into the
institution.”
Cunningham then went on to compare this scheme
to other privatization schemes, such as the Kenney
government’s exploration of privatizing more of the public
healthcare system.
Michelle Helstein countered that the Navitas program is
in part, about ensuring accessibility, a key priority of the
university.
But this opportunity may not be as cut and dry as one
might think.
Sandhya Sunuwar, an international student at
the U of L from Nepal, and Vice-President of
Communications for the International Students’
Association (ISA) complicated the notion of rich families buying their way into the university: “The influx of
international students through organizations like
Navitas enables some people to believe that the
international students are paying their way
into the university; this is not the case as
for most of the international students, their
family obtains a lot of debt to gather the international
student fees.”
In recent years, the middle classes in China, India
and other Asian countries have been booming, and a
‘Western’ education is becoming a more attainable way of
getting extra prestige in an increasingly competitive
labour market.
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This raises the question of whether it is an ethical
decision for the University to try and balance the books
on tuition revenue from what could be the indebted
families of international students.
The University already has a program, English for
Academic Purposes (EAP), that does some of the same
things Navitas would, in providing English language
education to a level that would prepare students for
university. Sunuwar asked why the University could not
simply expand this program and recruit international
students in-house.
To a similar question that The Meliorist asked, Helstein
responded that the U of L simply does not have the
financial resources at the moment to invest in
international
student
recruitment
and
internationalization, and Navitas represents a path to
increase international student enrollment without putting
the University at financial risk.

Calgary conundrum
The proposed pathway college would be housed at the U
of L’s satellite campus at Bow Valley College in downtown
Calgary, a two-hour drive from Lethbridge. Currently, the
campus’ offerings are centred around providing business
degrees for adult learners through night classes. One of
the attractions of housing the Navitas college in Calgary is
that the Navitas program could use the space during the
day that would otherwise be empty, and have access to a
larger academic labour pool than Lethbridge.
Critics of the proposal have argued that since students will
be spending 1-2 years living in Calgary, a much more multicultural and metropolitan city than Lethbridge, building
up connections and putting down roots, that there will be
little enticing them to move 200 kilometres down the road
to a very different city. Some suggest that students will
then simply transfer to the University of Calgary or Mount
Royal University and get their degree there, while Navitas
pockets their tuition and the U of L does not get its promised students. This may call into question the promised 92
per cent rate of students going on to graduate.

Helstein responds by acknowledging that there could be
some attrition through this: “Will there be a little bit more
bleed to other institutions? Potentially. But again, that’s
what’s good for those students, and in the meantime, even
a smaller number of those students are still growing our
international student population.”

Student representation
The ULSU raised the point of student representation in
the proposal. As currently stands, it is unclear if Navitas
students will be members of the ULSU. If they are not,
ULSU President Jonathan Diaz worries, they will not have
access to the advocacy and other services that the ULSU
provides.

However, she believes they are cash-strapped, like many
departments in the University, limiting their ability to
help all international students.
DeLucia questioned why the University is considering
this partnership to recruit more international students
when they are having trouble providing services to the
international students that already attend the university.

Helstein noted that no Navitas deal is the same, and if
the proposal goes forward, having the Navitas college
students as associate members of the ULSU is something
that the University is amenable to.

Crespo was at first receptive to the idea of the
Navitas partnership, as it would bring more
international students to the university, enhancing,
diversifying and internationalizing the campus.
However, as he delved deeper into the proposal, he
became very opposed to it, specifically expressing
opposition to Navitas’ recruiting model, which the
University has little oversight. Crespo thinks that these
recruiters, working on the U of L’s behalf, could seriously
damage the reputation of the University abroad, harming
any future effort to recruit international students.

“Cash cows”

Student deception

Sunuwar, in her letter to the ISA membership, went hard
on the University’s proposal, calling out the University for
treating “international students as “cash cows” rather than
a valuable asset.” Sunuwar’s letter argued that the Navitas
proposal only further divides international and domestic
students, and does not take into account the struggles that
international students face, like much higher tuition and
racism.

Navitas colleges, as a part of the deal with the host
university, are allowed to use the host university’s
branding. For example, the website of Fraser International College, which has a partnership with Simon Fraser
University, looks very similar to Simon Fraser’s main
website. This concerns many, as students may be
misled by this marketing that they are attending the host
university, but they are instead attending the Navitas
college. This possible deception may impact the
reputation of the University.

The Meliorist also spoke to Kathryn DeLucia and
Nicolas Crespo, both international students, and both
critical of the Navitas proposal. DeLucia is the Co-Coordinator of the Campus Women’s’ Centre, and Crespo is the
International Student Representative to the ULSU
General Assembly.
“There are some additional services for international
students, but I don’t see them as worth 60% (sic) more
in [tuition] cost,” said DeLucia, while praising the hard
work of the International Centre in helping international
students,
especially
during
the
ongoing
pandemic, in which international students were not
eligible for the Canada Emergency Student Benefit
(CESB).

The Fraser International College website closely mimics
SFU’s main website, despite being a different entity.
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The Globe and Mail reported in 2010 that Navitas worked
with Chinese firm Aoji, which charged prospective students thousands of dollars to take English courses at their
Beijing campus, with students under the assumption that
they would then go to Canada and take normal courses
at the universities to which they had been promised acceptance. Instead, some of them end up at Navitas colleges, paying thousands of dollars for a non-credit English
course.
Navitas’ controversial record in Canada doesn’t stop there.
CBC Manitoba reported in 2012 on students at the University of Manitoba’s Navitas college, speaking with a
student, Nabeel Fakhur, who said he was misled by
recruiters. He thought he was attending the
University of Manitoba, not the Navitas college. He also
said the recruiter misled him with promises of Canadian
citizenship and working in Canada.
Fakhur left the Navitas college, being told he was now
qualified to study at the U of M and tried to enroll directly
into the university. The Navitas college refused to refund
him the money for the year at the college he would have
taken otherwise, amounting to about $7000.
When asked if this program is exploitative, Helstein
responded in the negative: “It’s only exploitative if we
don’t actually give them a pathway to a degree program.”
“All students, and this is going to sound really crass, but
all students are tuition dollars. Whether you’re a domestic
student or an international student,” said Helstein.
She went on to say that some of the additional funds
accrued from Navitas could be distributed to student
services, and specifically funding services for
international students.

Internationalization and structural racism
The University has pitched this as a way to effectively
internationalize the university at no financial risk. But
some are skeptical of that premise.
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Glenda Bonifacio, Chair of and Professor in Women and
Gender Studies, critiques the proposal’s relationship to
structural racism. To Bonifacio, internationalization, one
of the buzzwords that the University is using to promote
this partnership, should be a holistic approach that must
be embedded in every aspect of the university, and it goes
beyond just having international students on campus.
Speaking of the proposal’s use of the Calgary Campus,
Bonifacio said “In other words, we’ve created a structure
that separates them before they become part of us; before
they are integrated to the University of Lethbridge, in
Lethbridge [...] By doing that, we reproduce the idea
and stereotype of international students. Even if you
may not be an international student but you look like an
international student, because you are Asian, because you
are not white. This kind of racialization occurs, and it’s
kind of difficult to separate from.”
Bonifacio went on to compare this program to the
Temporary Foreign Worker program. She argued that
international students, like temporary foreign workers,
see a future here in Canada, and Canadian society treats
them as additional temporary labour or additional tuition
revenue, rather than as people who have aspirations, that
as Bonifacio says, “are not temporary.”
The letter written to the university administration by
the Support Network for Academics of Colour Plus
(SNAC+), a collective of academics (of which Bonifacio is
a part) working for racial justice, equity and inclusion on
campus expands on this. They write: “By recruiting from
one particular type of international student body, [the
Navitas deal] risks reducing the value and contribution of
international students to monetary value only.”
The Meliorist, with the permission of SNAC+, has decided
to reprint this letter in the public interest.

Precarious labour
One of the major concerns raised regarding this project
is the involvement of precariously employed sessional instructors to deliver the Navitas courses. These instructors,
as it stands in the proposal right now, would not be under
the collective agreement that the University of Lethbridge
Faculty Association (ULFA) has with the University. This
would likely mean less pay, no provisions for academic
freedoms, and no support from the faculty union.
Dan O’Donnell, ULFA’s Acting President, raised
concerns about whether or not Navitas instructors
would be included in the collective agreement, noting it as
a key ULFA priority.
O’Donnell was careful to note that ULFA members have
a variety of views, with some members opposing the
proposal, and some supporting it. Regardless, he
emphasized that if this proposal is to go forward, that
ULFA is looking to make sure that academic freedom,
students and student services are protected, and that
the Navitas college students have the skills necessary to
succeed at the U of L.
Further, the reliance on precarious labour is one of the
reasons that the Calgary Campus is being considered
for the site of the college. The U of L does not have the
same pool of graduate students and unemployed or
precariously employed Ph.D.’s that Navitas requires for its
business model to work. However, Calgary does.
Many faculty members, including O’Donnell,
Cunningham and Coburn see this reliance on precarious
labour as incredibly problematic.

No choice but to privatize?

However, growing enrollment through programs like
Navitas is an option. She continued: “And we can
disagree with [these financial circumstances], we can be
disheartened by them, we can continue to advocate
against them, but we still need to find solutions.”
Many faculty disagree that Navitas is part of the solution.
O’Donnell questions if this proposal makes business
sense. Even though the proposal may have a relatively
low financial risk, it poses a strong risk to the university’s
reputation. Further, he thinks that these students may
require more support once they are at the U of L, then
putting an additional burden on student services.
Bonifacio points to the English for Academic Purposes
bridging program as something to be expanded before the
University turns to private corporations.
Craig Coburn, Professor and Chair of Geography, led an
effort among department heads in the Faculty of Arts and
Science to write letters in opposition to the proposal to
the administration. Coburn told The Meliorist: “These
are moves that are being forced on the University by the
provincial government. I do not believe that in my heart
of hearts, any member of senior administration wants this
to happen.”
Formal negotiations with Navitas have not begun, and
there has been no suggestion as to when they may begin.
However, the consultation period is ongoing.
Conflict of interest disclosure: The author of this
story is a board member of the Lethbridge Public Interest
Research Group, which co-signed an open letter in
opposition to the Navitas proposal. The author recused
themselves from the vote to sign he open letter to avoid
a conflict of interest working on this story.

“We only have so many things we can do when we’re
trying to meet a budget,” said Helstein. She further
said that while increasing tuition and downsizing the
University are options, they would be destructive.
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Letter from SNAC+ on Navitas Proposal
This letter was originally sent to the University administration from the Support Network for Academics of Colour Plus (SNAC+),
a campus organization promoting equity and racial justice. It has been reprinted by The Meliorist with the permission of SNAC+
in the public interest. This letter does not necessarily reflect the views of The Meliorist’s editorial board.

December 10, 2020
Dear President Mahon, Provost VP Academic Okine,
and Vice-Provost Helstein
We are writing to address four pressing equity issues
that emerge due to the proposed relationship with
Navitas to provide a “pathway program” for international
students. At this moment, when the university has
strongly committed to addressing structural racism
on campus and in society more broadly, should this
proposal come to pass, it risks undermining the
Universityof Lethbridge’s stated commitments to equity
and inclusion.
International students are a category of students who
often face significant challenges specific to their
positions as racialized people, as second or third
language learners and as people who are responsible for
sending remunerations to family in their home countries
while also bearing the burden of much higher tuition fees.
They are also adding value to our scholarly community
by their diverse ways of knowing as well as contributing to the diversity of the wider Lethbridge community.
Navitas is a private company that recruits students on
the basis of their ability to pay, not on their academic
achievement or possible contributions. By recruiting
from one particular type of international student body, it
risks reducing the value and contribution of international
students to monetary value only. There is no guarantee
that students will be recruited from diverse backgrounds
and/or countries. As an institution it does not provide
financial aid or incentives to those enrolled at its
facilities. In addition, it has garnered an international
reputation for the promise of high-level university
preparatory programs, but a failure to deliver.
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Administrators, faculty, or staff who have engaged with
international students know that the University of
Lethbridge’s reputation for recruiting and retaining them depends on the personal and engaged
experience they have here, and the financial, academic
and health and safety supports provided by the university.
International student success is the result of the already
existing English for Academic Purposes (EAP) program,
International Student Services, and International
Office among other units, that are tailored to this specific
academic community and to ensure that students
meet foundational academic standards to guarantee
successful movement through their
respective
programs. The Navitas partnership risks undermining
these existing units through the perception of duplication
when it is well-known that Navitas provides substandard
labour contracts to precarious contract faculty whose
teaching loads prevent them from providing the quality
instruction that the University of Lethbridge has ranked
2nd best in Canada for providing. Furthermore, it
risks furthering the discrimination towards racialized
scholars as studies show that in Canada (and elsewhere)
substandard precarious contracts are primarily targeting
racialized and marginalized scholars.
Even with our existing academic supports, international
students accomplish their goals while adapting to new
sets of conditions and expectations without access to
their regular networks of support and health, in a new
linguistic, legal, and cultural framework. The Navitas
“pathway program” exacerbates every challenge which
employees at the University of Lethbridge already strain to
mitigate for international students, while producing new
structural inequities for students, staff and faculty alike.
This takes place in the following four ways.

First, students who arrive in Canada without university
credentials often have learning challenges. These learning challenges are often coupled with mental health
issues which emerge, or are at times pre-existing and are
exacerbated, due to the challenge of adapting to an
alienating social context. We have directly heard the
voices of international students who struggle with
isolation once coming here, or who worry for their peers
facing similar situations but do not know how to seek
support. Such a “pathway program,” still only vaguely
proposed by Navitas, cannot tailor a community-based
experience with the quality instruction and supports that
the University of Lethbridge already provides. This is not
a pathway to autonomy that will meet the unique needs of
a new international student body.
Second, there are risks—ethical, legal, and
reputational—when funneling students through a private
program segmented out from the university. International
students are disproportionally targeted for discrimination and harassment, despite the work provided by ULSU,
the Writing Centre, Counselling, and the Inter-faith
community. Redress for these issues often requires deep
connections to the broader community for referrals
to both legal and mental health services. Navitas has a
proven record of failing to put the needs and interests
of the student body first and has an existing reputation
for providing a substandard education for profit. The
current UCP budget cuts have led to a steep reduction
in counselling services and mental health supports; the
University of Lethbridge has never had adequate legal
supports for students experiencing discrimination and
harassment. An influx of international students without
adequate support from either institution will set them up
for failure. This is not in keeping with the University of
Lethbridge’s strategic plan, nor is it in keeping with the
University’s stated commitments to equity and inclusion.

This will weaken existing supports by failing to provide
a culture of internal communication and knowledge
between university community members, the students
and Navitas.
Finally, Navitas is slated to be based in Calgary. Not only
is there no guarantee that students enrolled in Navitas
programs will transition to the University of Lethbridge,
those that do will face a second transition to Lethbridge
following their first significant transition from their home
country to Calgary. This will require additional support
for integration into the Lethbridge community where
they will face similar forms of racial discrimination,
challenges in finding housing, and other barriers
including a lack of decent and affordable public
transportation. This will not only exacerbate the
difficulties outlined above, it will also increase the
workload for racialized staff and academics who
already bear the brunt of the invisible labour of
supporting international students and helping them
navigate institutional and community supports for
redress of grievances. These four points highlight serious
equity issues and will contribute to a lack of community.
The proposed partnership with Navitas is at the expense
of international students and will tarnish the reputation
of this university.

Sincerely,
Support Network for Academics of Colour (SNAC+)
Support Network For Academics of Colour – Snac+
(snacplus.org)

Third, by replacing internal planning and contact, and
instead replacing our existing framework (EAP) with
Navitas, we introduce multiple bureaucratic systems.
International students are currently not provided with
adequate support to navigate the existing institutional
labyrinth. Streamlining to a dual system with little
personal
contact,
international
students
risk
becoming caught in an institutional gulf that faculty at
neither institution will be adequately briefed in managing.
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Paris Accords Reach Fifth Anniversary – Where
do We Stand Now?
Edward Hsiang
The Paris Accords were a legally binding international treaty on climate change signed by 175 parties of the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) including the European Union,
China, and the United States. The policy was finalized
on December 12th, 2015 and entered into force the
following November. This year of 2020 marks the deadline
for participating countries (now 195 states
including the E.U.) to submit their Nationally
Determined
Contributions
(NDC’s
formally
communicating the actions they will take to reduce
Greenhouse Gas emissions and measures to adapt to
the impacts of rising global temperatures. The Accords
provide financial, technical and capacity building
frameworks for international support, particularly for
developing countries that require foreign aid.
Progress will be tracked starting in 2024 under an
enhanced transparency framework (ETF), which
mandates that all participating countries report
transparently on their actions and metrics to the
governing body.

Photo Credit: GEOFFROY VAN DER HASSELTANADOLU AGENCY

On August 4th of 2017, the Trump administration of
the United States government delivered official notice to
the U.N. that the country intended to formally withdraw
from the accords, and implementation went through in
November 2019. The US government is the first and only
country to withdraw from the agreement, joining Iran
and Turkey as the only three countries worldwide with
over 1% share of global Greenhouse emissions not to
participate. Following the November 2020 US election,
president-elect Joe Biden has announced he would be
renewing the United States’ participation in the agreement
on his first day in office.
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A number of academic bodies have criticized the accords

however, stating that the timeline is too slow to combat
permanent effects of global warming and that none of the
major industrialized nations were actually meeting their
pledged emission targets as of 2017 (Victor et al, Nature,
2017). The world Climate Clock launched in 2015 in
tandem with the Paris Agreement is hosted by the Human
Impact Lab at the University of Concordia and is updated
each year to reflect the date shown when we will reach a
1.5 °C increase in global averaged temperatures compared
to pre-industrialized levels. The Special Report on Global
Warming of 1.5 °C, published by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change in 2018 which includes over
6000 scientific references from over 40 countries stressed
the importance of limiting global warming to below 1.5
degrees, as any higher would result in increased risks to
“health, livelihoods, food security, water supply, human
security, and economic growth.” Permanent damage
to the world ecosystem at a 1.5-2 °C increase including
sea-level rise and death of all coral reefs are illustrated
in the now-famous publication. According to the world
Climate Clock, as of December 1st, 2020, the 1.5 °C
threshold will be breached in 7 years, 31 days and 7 hours,
much sooner than the Paris Accords’ mid-century goal
post.
In late September of 2020, artists Gan Golan and
Andrew Boyd controversially repurposed the
“Metronome” in New York City’s Union Square to display
the world Climate Clock in an attempt to “remind the
world every day just how perilously close we are
to the brink.”

Photo Credit: Ben Wolf

So where are we now? Michael Oppenheimer, a
climate scientist at Princeton University claims the
Paris Accords deserve a D or an F letter grade “based on
whether we have any prospect of meeting a 2 °C target.”
Many countries, however, are trying to expedite their
pledges, including China – the world’s leading source of
emissions – who aims to achieve carbon neutrality by
2060. In December of 2020, the European Union agreed
to plan for a 55% reduction in emissions by 2030. With
the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, an article published
in Earth System Science Data has also estimated a 7%
decrease in emissions this year. However, progress is still
slow compared to the perilous timeline being displayed in
Union Square and the 1.5 °C threshold won’t hold without
dramatic changes worldwide.

The Climate Ambition Summit reconvened on
December 12th, 2020, on the 5th anniversary of the
Paris Accords with 75 leaders outlining new
commitments in an effort to make climate change a top
priority in the global agenda. New commitments state
how countries representing around 65% of global CO2
emissions have pledged to reach net-zero emissions or
carbon neutrality in the next two years. Concrete plans
and actions are expected to be in place by the Glasgow
Climate Conference (COP26) held at the end of
next year. Countries committing to much stronger
NDC’s at the summit included Argentina, Barbados,
Canada, Colombia, Iceland, and Peru, while others have
pledged ambitious dates to reach net-zero emissions:
Finland (2035); Austria (2040) and Sweden (2045).
To learn more and track global climate change in
digestible statistics I recommend people go to
https://climateactiontracker.org/.

Photo Credit: V. ALTOUNIAN/SCIENCE
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China’s Artificial Sun Reaches Ignition
Edward Hsiang
By now most people will have heard of HBO’s award-winning mini-series Chernobyl or at least have an inkling of
the potential calamity that can befall nuclear reactors,
but nuclear power is still widely used throughout the
world and accounts for around 10% of global electricity
generation. Despite the “clean” nature of nuclear
power plants (they generally produce less than 1% of total
industrial toxic waste in countries that use nuclear power),
the relative dangers associated as well as the difficulties
in disposing of said waste has led to a decline in nuclear
energy in parts of the world. While European countries
such as the U.K. and Germany have shut down more
than half of their reactors in the past decade, many Asian
countries have opted to build more, due to an increase in
concern for air pollution from coal-fired power plants.
China, in particular, has recently activated their so-called
“artificial sun”, a reactor that will reach temperatures
upwards of 150 million degrees Celsius, ten times hotter
than the core of our sun.

Photo Credit: Visual China Group
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The device was built in collaboration with the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) project and is the first large scale nuclear fusion
reactor in the world. Conventional nuclear reactors rely
on nuclear fission, an atom-splitting process that splits
the nucleus of an atom into two smaller nuclei generating
nuclear waste. Common fuel sources such as
uranium pellets, each capable of producing as much
energy as 150 gallons of oil, are fed into the reactor core
in the form of 12-foot metal fuel rods. The fission of these
atoms causes chain reactions that propagate and generate
intense amounts of heat energy, generating steam to move
turbines.
Nuclear fusion, however, combines two separate
atomic nuclei and uses the difference in mass between
the reactants and products to generate energy as heat, a
process that can utilize lower-risk fuel sources such as
deuterium (an isotope of hydrogen) and generates much
less nuclear waste. As a simplified explanation, fusion
reactions occur when two nuclei come close enough
for long enough that the nuclear force pulling them
together exceeds the electromagnetic force or “Coulomb
barrier” pushing them apart. In order to harness enough
kinetic energy to force two particles close together,
particles need to either be sped up in particle accelerators,
or heated to incredibly high temperatures. Once heated to
high enough temperatures, some of the orbital electrons
associated with the atomic nucleus are stripped away,
leading to the cloud of ions and electrons known as
plasma. The actual theory and mathematics behind
controlling and sustaining such reactions for use in a
reactor has been a long-coveted area of research for
scientists, making the successful test fire of China’s
HL-2M Tokamak reactor a momentous achievement in
the global effort towards safe, clean alternative energy
sources.

Photo Credit: Institute of Plasma Physics/Chinese Academy of
Sciences

The tokamak model of nuclear fusion reactors has been
theorized about since the 1950s, and is a shortening of
the Russian term for “toroidal magnetic confinement.”
The system utilizes powerful magnetic fields to contain a
“torus – math term for donut shape” of hot plasma and
stabilized by state of the art supercooling technologies.
Magnetic fields, however, are prone to imperfections and
disruptions which can lead the electrons in the plasma to
follow the path of least resistance and impact the sides
of the reactor, leading to what’s known as a “relativistic
runaway electron avalanche”. Although run-away
electrons can cause major damage to the interior of
tokamak reactors, these disturbances are rarely dramatic
with regards to site safety. Nevertheless, a lack of systems
to counter the effects of inevitable disruptions have been
a major barrier to their implementation. The reactor has
been in development since the early 2000s and reached
half the optimal operational temperatures back in 2018.
The most recent firing has demonstrated how the tokamak
can sustain a stable, constant plasma reaction for the use
of generating power. The technology is still considered to
be prohibitively expensive to maintain however, with the
initial ignition temperature of 70+ million degrees Celsius
requiring external heat sources to light.

In Europe, the ITER coalition of countries is also
working on a second reactor in France, with an expected
completion date of 2025. Even 50 years ago, such large
scale fusion reactors would have been considered to be
impossible to implement, but now is one of the many ways
scientists are hoping to solve the global energy crisis.
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Catastrophic Collapse of Iconic
Arecibo Radio-Telescope
Edward Hsiang
The Arecibo Observatory, situated in Arecibo,
Puerto Rico suffered catastrophic damages on
December 1st, 2020 due to the 900-ton instrument platform collapsing onto the telescope dish.
Many in the scientific community are grieving the
loss of the radio-telescope and criticizing the lack of
government funding to maintain the facility.

out-performing
similar
telescopes
in
North
America. Another unique design aspect of the
Arecibo telescope was its ability to transmit as well
as receive. The current world’s largest radio-telescope, FAST, situated in the Guizhou province of
China doesn’t have this capability, nor do most others. The transmitters allowed Arecibo to bounce radio-waves off distant asteroids or planets, giving valuable
information on the target’s size, shape and motion.

Photo Credit: NAIC

The observatory is owned by the US National Science Foundation and was originally completed in
1963, the largest of its kind at the time. The main dish,
being a major landmark in Puerto Rico and
featured in movies such as the Bond film
“GoldenEye,” spans 1000 feet in diameter and an
869-foot radius of curvature. The US military, who
paid for its construction, initially used it to better
understand the earth’s ionosphere for missile
guidance systems, but the iconic telescope has
been instrumental in a number of other research
programs throughout the decades. In the 1960s its
radar maps of the moon helped NASA plan out
landing sites for their Apollo missions. The 1974
Nobel Prize in physics was awarded to the
discovery of the first binary pulsar (neutron star
system) by Hulse and Taylor who were completing their PhD dissertations at the observatory. In
a previous article in the Meliorist, we’ve also talked about how the Arecibo was used to transmit signals into deep space for the purposes of searching for
extraterrestrial life. The enormity of Arecibo made
it useful for radio-astronomy research, being
able to detect very faint objects in deep space and
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Funding for the large scale radio-telescope facility
began to decline in the early 2000s, with NASA
decreasing and finally eliminating their financial support of planetary radar in 2006. Academics
have responded by establishing the Arecibo Science
Advocacy Partnership (ASAP) in 2008 to seek
outside funding. Despite best efforts, however,
multiple hurricanes in the region throughout the
years caused sufficient damages to warrant concerns
over the structural integrity of the facility and on
August 10th, 2020, an auxiliary support platform
cable broke causing severe damage to the main
reflector dish of the telescope. A second devastating break
of a main support cable sealed its fate leading the NSF to
officially announce its decommission in November. A
final support cable failure led to the main receiver
platform crashing down on December 1st.
China’s FAST administration has stated that they
would start taking applications for international
researchers to use their radio-telescope following the
tragic loss of Arecibo.

iko’kitsim
Frozen
Elaine Creighton-Fox
It was February 2020 when Covid 19 halted my in-class
sessions at the University of Lethbridge. At first, I could
not really comprehend what was happening. It was
annoying to me and I did not really think it was real. I
loved going to classes, engaging with my peers and
studying there. It was a happy existence for me. One of
the few ‘happy’ times in my life. I should mention I am
a Blackfoot Grandmother and the last generation of
residential school survivors. The school was named St.
Mary’s Residential school and was built on the Blood
Reserve. Out of the thirty classmates I had, there are only
a few of us left, maybe five. Many of them lived short
lives. Their childhoods and adulthoods were robbed from
them and many died from addictions, broken hearts and
the resulting dysfunctions that occur when a child is taken
away from its family.
I mention this time of my life because, in our culture,
one of our main belief systems is that everything in life
comes in fours (4’s). So the four ‘happy’ times in my
life have been: (1.) being primarily raised by my
maternal Grandmother up to the age of eight. (2.) Raising
my two children, my son passed away at age 16 and I still
have my daughter. (3.) Being a hands-on Grandmother
of seven and (4.) Higher learning, whether it is
European academia or increasing my Blackfoot
language and cultural knowledge. I should
mention too, I am an alumnus of the University of
Lethbridge. This institution is where I found my
identity at the age of thirty-five when I took
Native American Courses, and later graduated with a
Management Degree with a concentration in human
resources.
So now you understand why I was very upset when Covid
19 made its arrival. All of a sudden I was shut in again,
against my will. Anger and frustration were my first
emotions, it took a few sessions from my counsellor
to identify where those were coming from. The media
was like a daily doomsday voice, stay home, social
distance, wear masks, wash your hands, it’s going to get

worse. And then waiting in the line ups outside stores
you are used to making a quick stop at. I found myself
defiantly accepting all these ‘rules’. So I did what I did
at residential school, I threw myself into books and
read. And in this instance, I focused on and continued
with my courses online and hoping next semester we
would get back to normal. And in the meantime, I will
accept, like I did when I was a little girl of eight years
old whose whole world ended when my mother and my
auntie brought me to this huge building with these
strange-looking people. And wearing even stranger
clothes (nuns and priests). I accepted and endured for
six years to finally be released from that evil place.
The worst part of Covid for me was not being able
to see and hug and hold my grandchildren. I was with
every one of them when they were born and I have been
in their lives ever since. My daughter had us facetime,
but it’s not the same. I needed their healing energies
as much as they needed mine. Oh did I ever have to
really pray and not cry when I would talk to them. I
know people died from this virus, and suicide and
divorce rates skyrocketed. I can not even imagine the
behind closed door abuses of some children, whose only
escape for a little while, was school. I can’t imagine it
because I went through adverse childhood
experiences from residential school and I do not
wish that on anyone. I hurt too much for these
children suffering during this Covid. Nine months later,
we are all still waiting for this virus and lockdown to end.
Now I am looking at Covid with a new perspective. This
Covid restricted everyone and locked them in. Now those
people who took control of others also had no control.
Now maybe the European colonizers have a taste
of losing their freedom and agency. Maybe it’s karma
or a way of the Universe telling us to ‘stop, slow down,
and just let others be’.
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Spirits are broken when controlled and some never
recover. I am still waiting for in-class sessions, and I am
blessed with healthy grandchildren. My daughter takes
every precaution to keep them safe and I am one of
their only visitors these days. Covid will go away
sooner or later. Like what I learned at University, ‘one
thing constant in life is change’. Hmmm...wonder
what the birth of this Covid will be? Perhaps more
compassion and understanding and a portal to a
little bit more equality? Have a good Christmas and
a Happy New Year, regardless of the situation, just
make it a good season. Until next time, Grandma Lane.

Image: Elaine Creighton-Fox

Image: Jax Stienstra
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The Owl Has Its Phoenix Moment With New Relocation
Oseremen Irete
When Steven Foord and Mel Dominguez opened The Owl
Acoustic Lounge they didn’t think they’d last six months.
Ten years later the Lethbridge mainstay is leaving the 3rd
Avenue space it has called home all these years and doing
its best to prepare for an increasingly uncertain future.
The Owl occupies a special place in Lethbridge’s heart.
More than just a venue or bar, it puts community and
art above all else. A one-stop shop for art, food, and
friendship. With a focus on live entertainment, the place
is always abuzz with the art hung throughout it looking
wboth spontaneous and carefully curated.
“We try to be a hub for all the different forms of art [and]
an outlet for all the really talented people that are in the
community,” said part-owner Steven Foord.

“I think that is the most transformative thing you can
have [...] As women musicians and to perform as a female
drummer, it’s hard to find places that feel safe to perform
and the owl has always made me feel safe.”
As a patron, Amberlea calls The Owl home. She’s had
celebrations, New Year’s, Holidays there. It is where she
and her husband first connected and held a surprise
elopement celebration.
The Owl’s penchant for sparking romances is something
Foord sees as one of the beauties of being open this many
years. Couples have come in sometimes requesting a
particular seat to remind them of their first date,
Emily Welch suggested the first date after meeting her
current fiance online.

The Owl prides itself on being a weird and
welcoming space for everyone who appreciates the arts.
Foord describes it as somewhere you could find a table of
hardcore kids next to some grandmas.

“I thought if I picked somewhere local maybe he would
think I was cool,” she says laughing. “We sat by the
window and it felt very intimate.”

“They open their space up to anything and everything,
anybody could see themselves there,” said comedian Faris
Hytiaa who had his second ever stand up set there. “It’s an
avenue for so many forms of expression.”

Welch also recognizes the important role as a space for
artists to share their passion, particularly young artists.
She is a Drama teacher at a local high school and many of
her students perform at open mic afternoons at The Owl.

This welcoming approach is summed up neatly in
their motto “Owl Be Nice” a reminder to be kind and
respectful to one another. Their website explains “We
want our guests to be comfortable. Simply put, don’t be
a creep. Know personal boundaries. And if someone isn’t
respecting yours, let our staff know.”

Many entertainment businesses have been hit hard by
the pandemic so when the relocation announcement
came many feared the worst for their favourite hangout.
However, this move is them being proactive rather than
reactive.

More than just words on a website, this motto is
followed through. Amberlea Parker is a member of the
local band Mombod and says the zero-tolerance policy for
harassment creates a safe place to perform...

“In a strange way [it is] an opportunity to re-evaluate and
redefine things and get a little bigger with the hope that we
can weather the storm through these restrictions staying
around,” said Foord.
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Foord figures many of the COVID-19 restrictions will be
with us for a while. The old space was smaller which made
it difficult to follow distancing and capacity guidelines
while remaining profitable.

“[It’s] taking what we’re
doing
already
and
supercharging it [...] We
have no plans on dying but
it will change us in a good
way.”
The move to the old More For Less Thrift Store just a few
blocks away opens up the possibility for bigger events and
more patrons. It is a bigger space with a bigger patio and
hopefully a bigger stage. For that last part to become a
reality they reached out to the community via the Owl
Stay Weird Kickstarter campaign; Offering escalating
perks for donations like having your name on the new
stage, T-shirts, and a murder mystery night.
As it said in the Kickstarter, “We are betting on ourselves
big but more importantly, we are betting on Lethbridge
and the Downtown core where we have made our home
for the last 10+ years.” And boy did that bet pay off. The
fundraiser surpassed and almost tripled its initial target of
$7500 within days, raking in just over $21,000 from 300
donors.
While the buildup to the new space is exciting the cloud
of COVID-19 still hangs over its eventual opening. Foord
says more than anything else he is looking forward to
“a normal fucking show.” Being able to allow people in
without distancing, masks, or glass and the anxieties of
COVID-19. While that future may seem far away, there is
no doubt The Owl plans on being part of it.
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Ninette

Shanna Walchuk
But Daddy, why are the walls so white?
It is apparent in the way they move, ghosts with kind faces
Uniform and solemn, their white aprons tailored neat
I ask them, “what is your name?”
The nurses chuckle mildly
“Hi, my names Jenny,” the innocence smile of renewal
Miss. Jenny does not look old; She looks like mama did
But mama is back home, writing letters for us here
Miss. Jenny tells me I am sick, and this is my new home
The wooden floors splinter socked feet
And the windows peer tirelessly onto Pelican Lake
It is beautiful in the morning, when the sun reflects deep past the waters surface
At night I fear the monsters creep, and wait for the children like me
Daddy does not sleep with us, instead corridors away
They say he is sick like me, but a more urgent case
Brother cries into the night, he fears Miss. Jennies smile
He says she whispers nasty things, when it is the boys time to shower
Miss. Jenny advances on his boyhood, with a bittersweet prowess
But Miss. Jenny would not hurt a fly
And brother cries dry tears
But Daddy, Why are the walls so white?
He says to see the Monsters clearly
I do not know what he means, then Miss. Jenny comes to get me
Your daddy is sick, she spits these words
And shuffles me away
It is my time to see the other girls, and play with few toys they saved
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Going Extra Miles For Nothing
Ballto Kenny
Have you ever been introduced to a new group of people
and discovered that someone else there, someone more
popular than you has the same name? Many of us have
experienced it, and almost always there is an onslaught
of nicknames to follow. People get titles added to their
name such as ‘big’ or ‘little’, some less flattering like ‘fat’ or
‘small’, and in some cases, it leaves you feeling like you’ve
completely lost your identity.
Now, imagine that situation, but on a mass scale and
with one of the most popular superheroes of all time,
Spider-Man.
Although there are many different
versions of Spider-Man; Spider-Gwen, Spider-Man Noir,
Scarlet-Spider, and my personal favourite Spider-Ham,
there is one major issue with one of the more recent and
popular vesions of the character, Miles Morales.
This is a problem that comes from comic book origins
but has carried itself throughout all forms of media, most
recently the Spider-Man: Miles Morales video game.
The problem you ask? Clear identity and a sense of
belonging when in reality you were never intended to
belong with others in the first place.
I’m one of the lucky few who were able to get my hands
on a Playstation 5 when it launched. Of course one of
the first things I did was pop in the brand new
Spider-Man game, Spider-Man: Miles Morales.
A
continuation of the Marvel Spider-Man game that
launched on the PS4 in 2018. It’s a game that focuses
on playing a Spider-Man that isn’t Peter Parker. Instead,
you play as Miles Morales, an entirely new and
different Spider-Man in his own right, who has the
powers of Peter Parker’s Spider-Man and more.
So, “what’s the problem?” I hear you asking. The
problem is that Miles Morales and Peter Parker were
never intended to stand side by side. Back in 2011 when
the character was first introduced in Ultimate Fallout
#4, he only came onto the scene once Peter Parker had
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not only died but was going to stay that way
(at least in the Ultimate series of comics).
He
became Spider-Man, no questions, nicknames, or
alternatives, just one definitive Spider-Man.
Though this was how Miles Morales started and
continues to this day (in comics at least) in nearly every
other iteration of the character (including the
Popular Playstation games) they have done something
different.
They have instead decided to partner
Miles with Peter side by side, in a teacher and
student role, which is entirely against how Morales began
in the comics. When you have the original Spider-Man
showing the new Spider-man how to Spider-Man it
takes away from the original idea that Miles Morales was
supposed to be something entirely different from his
original counterpart.
This was made glaringly obvious to me while I played
the new game, which has Miles taking over the care of
Manhattan Island for roughly a week while Peter is out
of town. Throughout the game, even up to the very last
seconds of its story Miles’ Spider-Man is given tags
like ‘Other Spider-Man’, ‘Fake Spider-Man’, ‘Harlem
Spider-Man’, and so on, with the most flattering being at
the end when the people of Harlem recognize him as ‘Our
Spider-Man’.
While some of these names are said with a great level of
affection, they betray the fact that Miles was supposed
to be something different. In the end, it feels like no
matter how hard he tries Miles just can’t find his own
place. The TV series also continues the trend of Miles
and his Spider-Man being taught by the original and
always taking a secondary role after the original.
The best instance of this that does strike a balance,
however, is the Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
movie, which quickly became my favourite. Here, after
the Spider-Man of his universe dies, Miles is taught by

several Spider-people (including a pig and two women)
how to be Spider-Man, and although this still has the
student/teacher role, at the end of the movie Miles has
learned how to be his version of Spider-Man and doesn’t
have any other Spider-Man to compete for the title.
In the end, it all leaves me wondering if Marvel themselves
don’t know how to fit Miles Morales and his Spider-Man
into their mainline Spider-Man works as they seem to
flip-flop between both instances of the character.
Meaning despite how fantastic Miles is in his own right, he
still doesn’t have his own unique name to make him stand
out and is instead relegated to being ‘Other Spider-Man’, a
title which every ‘Little Steve’ from work can relate to.
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